































































































































































• Journées FLOraLBPFC:+PFC+dans+le+champ phonologique,%Paris,%2015.
• Journées FLOraL (Français Langue ORAle et+Linguistique),%Paris,%2014.
Philipp,Conzett &,Leif,Longva
• emtacl15+B emerging+technologies+in+academic+libraries,%Trondheim,%2015.
Philipp,Conzett &,Obiajulu Odu
• Dataverse Community+Meeting,%Harvard,%Cambridge,%MA,%2015.
Outreach
Approaching,the,publishers
• Encouraging%from%above
– Journal%editorial%boards
• put%TROLLing%into%
guidelines
– Cristin (Norwegian%National%
Research%Information%System)
• create%a%category%“data%
collection”%or%“dataset”/make%
it%count
• Encouraging%from%below
– Networks%(TROLLing%team%
and%UiT%linguists)
– UiT%based%journals
– OJSNDataverse plugin%(TBT)
– Individual%projects
Outreach
Visibility,in,social,media
Facebook
– where%“everything%now%happens”
• Updates
– New%uploads
– Presentations/workshops
– Technical%information
• Collaborative%management
– TROLLing%curators
– Faculty%research%assistant
User,activity,in,TROLLing, (per,April,7,,2016)
Numbers
• 40%studies
• 1394%downloads
• 105%registered%users
– 19%countries
– Europe,%Asia,%NorthN and%
SouthNAmerica
Contributors
• 24%unique%contributors
– 5%countries
– Europe,%NorthNAmerica
Associated,publications
• OA%journals
• Paid%journals
• No%publication
• PhD%thesis
• Master%thesis
User,activity,in,TROLLing, (per,April,7,,2016)
Content
• Subfields
– Semantics,%syntax,%
morphology,%phonology,%
phonetics
– Synchronic,%diachronic,%first%
and%second%language%
acquisition
• Languages
– Czech,%Old%Church%Slavonic,%
Russian,%Ukrainian
– French,%Romanian,%Spanish
– German,%Norwegian
– Saami
Content
• Types%of%data
– Tables,%charts
– Audio,%video
– Scripts,%experimental%
method
Fully,operational,service,and,why,curation,is,
still,necessary
TROLLing,identity,,a,clear,
definition,It%is%a%place%for%open,%
structured%datasets%belonging%to%the%
science%of%langue
• Yes
– Structured,%well%described,%
openly%accessible%datasets
• No
– Metadata%only
– Primary%data
– Sensitive%data
– Bibliographies,%dictionaries,%
national%anthems
– (To%be%continued)
BUT
• Researchers%have%little%time
• Researchers%are%not%used%to%
think%about%data%management
VIA,CURATION
! Assistance%and%training
! Consistent%optimization
«Guidelines& so&easy&that&my&
grandmother&would&not&have&
any&problems&uploading&data.»
Member&
TROLLing&Scientific&Advisory&Board
To,learn,more,about,TROLLing
• Visit%the%archive%at%
opendata.uit.no
• Visit%the%blog%at%site.uit.no/trolling%
• Contact%us%at%trolling@ub.uit.no
• New,idea,Join%us%in%a%TROLLing%
webinar,%where%we%can%have%a%
look%at%the%archive%together,%live,%
all%while%being%located%in%different%
parts%of%the%world
Thank,you,for,your,attention*
Helene,
helene.n.andreassen@uit.no
TROLLing
trolling@ub.uit.no
Tromsø,"April"3,"2016"(private"photo)
*Thanks&to&Philipp&Conzett,&Stein&Høydalsvik,&Laura&
Janda,&and&Leif&Longva (UiT)&for&useful&information&and&
constructive&comments
